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If you think you’re providing superior social care—make sure and ask your customers. Today’s research 
shows a disconnect—with 80% of businesses believing they provide superior social media customer 
service, and only 8% of customers describing the service in the same light, according to the Sprout Social 
2018 Index. 

HGS EPIC™ Social Care is the solution for businesses looking for CX delivery to survive and thrive in this 
new marketplace. Our EPIC approach comprises four key areas of focus: engaging the customer at scale, 
protecting the client’s brand, informing timely business decisions, and creating moments of joy with 
influencers.

HGS is an expert at designing, building, implementing and optimizing social customer care programs. 
HGS EPIC™ Social Care is a true end-to-end social media management solution that comprises strategic 
process and advanced technology features, like AI and automation and people power.

• Faster response times

• Higher response rates

• Owned and earned 
content

• Creative, authentic 
responses

• Resolution in channel

• Drive to purchase

• 24/7/365 Coverage

• Options to scale if 
needed

• Stop fake news, 
rumors

• Minimize negative 
brand sentiment

• Maintain company 
valuation

• Protect IP and 
trademarks

• Ensure brand 
guidelines are 
being met

• Owned and earned 
analysis 

• Product, customer, 
and employee 
insights

• Immediate alerts for 
potential crises

• Weekly, monthly 
reports

• Competitor listening

• Emerging brand 
trends

• Create memorable 
moments and amplify 
opportunities

• Create engaging 
content

• Build relationships 
with influencers

• Generate earned 
media coverage for 
moments that matter
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How We Do It

The HGS EPIC™ Social 
Care team will conduct 
a current state social 
assessment and do 
a deep dive into the 
brand’s reputation to 
include top contact 
drivers, volumes, 
response process, and 
missed opportunities.

The HGS EPIC™ Social 
Care team will design 
the social media 
playbook to include 
rules of engagement, 
strategic process, 
technology workflow 
design, QA scorecard, 
reporting cadence 
and dashboards, and 
establishment of KPIs.

Our team recruits the 
right talent, has an 
established training 
curriculum, project 
management team, 
and tenured operations 
leadership team to 
ensure deadlines and 
KPIs are met.

Once live, our 
talented team will 
continually optimize 
the social care 
program in terms of 
content prioritization, 
automation and 
tagging, workflow, 
escalation and 
staffing.

Our HGS EPIC™ Social Care playbook comprises four chapters:

Evaluate Design & Build Implement Optimize

HGS EPIC™ Social Care: Our VoC Approach
Capturing the Voice of the Customer
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HGS EPIC™ Social Care Distinctiveness
• A true end-to-end solution with a partnership approach

• AI intuition to help prioritize nonactionable posts, and filter out the noise—for potentially millions in cost 
savings/revenue protection 

• Social Playbook to help design, build, implement, and optimize social programs

• Escalation procedures to mitigate a crisis and protect the brand

• Options to scale if a crisis or campaign requires it.

• Proven CX success and market-leading competencies, with 45 years of foundational customer care 
expertise

• Innovation hub capabilities, with everyday applications of in-house and partner technology expertise 

HGS EPIC™ Social Care Value Delivered 
This client turned to HGS’s EPIC™ Social Care with a scale challenge: their brand 
was receiving up to 10 million mentions per year, and this volume was up 20% year 
over year. Our team of nearly 100 full-time social care agents answered the task 
with monitoring, engagement, insights and analytics with the HGS EPIC™ Social 
Care solution on the brand’s National Facebook Page, 5,500+ local store FB Pages, 
Pinterest, Instagram, YouTube, and Twitter. Coverage is provided 24/7/365 in English 
and Spanish. In the first year, we have achieved:

• More than $12 million in first-year cost savings by filtering 8.5X the number of non-
actionable mentions via enhanced AI and automation

• More than 80,000 customers received personalized care and full resolution within 
24 hours of their social mention in-channel

• $1.4 million in cost savings due to our automated tagging structure

• 80% or higher response rate on owned and up to 20% response rate on earned 
content vs previous vendor’s 4% response rate
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About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its 

clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain 

expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.  

Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.

A telecom client enlisted HGS’s EPIC™ Social Care Team of 70 FTEs in Mumbai, 
India, to provide ORM and CRM for one of India’s leading Telecom brands. HGS 
EPIC™ Social Care team moderates the brand’s owned and listens to earned 
content using the best listening tools. We monitor, engage, and deliver insights and 
analytics on the brand’s Facebook, Twitter and Instagram accounts in addition to 
supporting customers on email. HGS drives results across the consumer journey—
from Engage, Buy, Care, Repair, and Retain, with these metrics achieved:

• 20% cost savings achieved by filtering 6,000 non-actionable posts

• 5% leads generated with social media using the HGS EPIC™ Social Care solution

• Achieve workforce management savings and efficiency with chatbot 
implementation

With about 4 million mentions per year, a major retailer sought HGS’s EPIC™ 
Social Care for a team of experts in Peoria, Illinois and downtown Chicago. This 
team provides daily monitoring, engagement, insights, and analytics (in English 
and Spanish) on the brand’s national and corporate Facebook pages, 15,000 local 
restaurant FB pages, Twitter, and Instagram; as well as mobile app reviews through 
iTunes and App stores. HGS’s breakthrough social care success includes:

• Significant savings by filtering and tagging 15% more non-actionable mentions

• Use of automation and AI, with a 5x greater response rate than previous solution 

• 100% more reporting and insights, including in-depth voice of the customer reports 
helping to drive key business decisions
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